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Highlights: 

 A custom-made plug-flow reactor (PFR) was constructed for examining Pd catalysis 
 Leaching/reaction profiles of two Pd catalysts for the Suzuki-Miyaura reaction were 

established by filtration studies. 
 The PFR was used to examine catalyst activation and deactivation processes 
 Ethanol was found to affect the catalysts differently 

 Leaching and speciation of Pd along the catalyst bed has been observed for the very 
first time. 
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Abstract: A custom-made plug-flow reactor was designed and constructed to examine the behaviour of 

Pd catalysts during Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reactions. Spatial-temporal resolution of catalyst 

activation, deactivation and leaching processes can be obtained by single-pass experiments. Subsequent 

deployment of the flow reactor in a XAS beam line revealed speciation of Pd along the catalyst bed.  

 

1. Introduction 

 

Figure 1. The Suzuki-Miyaura reaction. 

The Suzuki-Miyaura reaction (Figure 1) is one of the most powerful methods for construction of aryl-

aryl bonds and has been the subject of intensive research over the last few decades.[1] Despite its 

widespread popularity in many industrial processes, the identity of the catalytically active species 

remains a hotly debated, yet unresolved, topic in chemistry. In some cases, catalytic turnovers with aryl 

iodide and bromide substrates (X = I, Br) can be achieved at room temperature under „ligandless‟ 

conditions using simple palladium(II) salts such as Pd(OAc)2[2] or supported Pd/C[3] as catalyst 

precursors. There appears to be a general consensus that, in some cases, catalysis is a result of Pd 

leached into solution facilitating a (quasi-) homogeneous reaction, however, contributions from surface-

catalyzed reaction cannot be entirely ruled out.[4] 

Accordingly, there are an increasing number of in situ and operando experimental tools used to 

interrogate the Suzuki-Miyaura reactions at different length scales – ranging from global responses by 

kinetic measurements[5] to observation of surface and solution species by spectroscopic methods, 
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including XAS[6, 7] and STEM/HRTEM imaging[8] techniques. Previously, operando X-ray absorption 

spectroscopy (XAS) studies have been conducted on Pd catalysts in a Suzuki-Miyaura[6] and closely 

related Heck reactions:[9] Lee and co-workers employed a reactor cell to recirculate a solution of the 

catalyst under study (PVP-stabilised Pd nanoparticles) through the path of the X-ray beam during data 

acquisition. On the other hand, Grunwaldt, Baiker and co-workers constructed a batch cell reactor with 

two separate X-ray transparent windows, allowing the liquid phase and the catalyst bed of Pd/Al2O3 to 

be examined. In both of these studies, relatively long acquisition times were required, which impose 

certain limitations on these methods. 

Fixed-bed plug flow reactors (PFR‟s) are commonly employed in XAS for studying gas-phase reactions 

over heterogeneous catalysts under high temperature and pressure.[10] The reactor is typically mounted 

in a beam line such that the X-ray beam passes across the bed at a specific position, or, in one example, 

axially along the catalyst bed.[11] In the former arrangement, only changes in the catalyst at a fixed 

position can be examined, while in the latter, any gradients in the catalyst bed will be averaged.  

In a PFR, product conversion is dictated by residence time in the catalyst bed. At steady-state, a 

concentration gradient is present along the length of the catalyst bed. If no changes to catalyst or 

leaching occur, the single-pass output of the reaction stream should remain constant over time. 

Conversely, leaching or catalyst deactivation is expected to affect the metal‟s composition along the 

catalyst bed, with concurrent changes in single-pass conversions. Using an X-ray beam, it should be 

possible to interrogate the structure of the catalyst at different positions, which can be directly correlated 

to specific residence times and product output. Thus, structural-activity relationships can be established 

temporally and spatially, in a way that is not possible to achieve by the aforementioned batch reactors. 

Herein, the construction and characterisation of such a continuous flow reactor is described, which was 

used to study the speciation and leaching of Pd catalysts under operando conditions in Suzuki-Miyaura 

reactions. 

 

2. Material and methods  

2.1 Description of the flow reactor 
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Figure 2. Design and setup of the plug flow reactor.  

2.1.1 Design (Figure 2). The continuous plug flow reactor consists of an aluminium block with drilled 

cylindrical bores to accommodate a catalyst cartridge (4 mm inner Ø, 1 mm wall thickness, either quartz 

or perfluoroalkoxy, „PFA‟, fluoropolymer) and cartridge heaters (1/4” x 3”, Under Control Instruments 

Ltd) powered and controlled with a PID controller (Sesto D1S-VR-200). Parallel slits (4 x 54 mm) in 

the aluminium heating block provide a path of transmission for X-ray studies. A liquid-tight seal at each 

end of the catalyst cartridge was achieved by compression of two Viton O-rings (5 mm i.d., 1 mm cross-

section) by Swagelok fittings. The top of the reactor was connected to an outlet with a K-type 

thermocouple positioned to measure the temperature of the eluent as it exited the catalyst cartridge (RS-

53II digital thermometer connected to PC); at the bottom, a T-piece (the mixing junction) connected to 

two syringe pumps (Graseby 3200) to deliver solvent or reaction mixture to the reactor. Another K-type 

thermometer is fitted to the side (not shown) to provide a feed-back loop to the PID controller. 

2.1.2 Heating characteristics. 50% aq. EtOH was passed through a catalyst cartridge at 0.1 mL/min. 

With the temperature of the effluent monitored at the exit of the cartridge, the reactor was heated to 

80 ºC (set temperature), during which thermal images were recorded at regular time intervals using a 

Testo 880 infra-red camera, with concommitant monitoring of the eluent temperature at the top of the 
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reactor. Results of the experiment are provided in the text (vide infra) and as Supplementary Material 

(Figures S2, S3 and associated text). 

2.1.3 Tracer experiments. The reactor was fitted with a cartridge that was either empty, or packed with 

quartz sand and alumina (described in section 2.2.2). The syringe pumps were loaded with syringes 

containing solvent (50% aq. ethanol), or a solution of the tracer (20 mM of 4-hydroxyacetophenone in 

50% aq. EtOH) and connected to the reactor. At the beginning of the experiment, the reactor assembly 

was heated at 80 ºC and flushed with 50% aq. ethanol using syringe pump 1. After 15 min, syringe 

pump 1 was switched off while syringe pump 2 containing the tracer was switched on at 0.1 mL/min 

simultaneously. Eluting fractions were collected every 2 min (Pharmacia LKB fraction collector), and 

analysed by HPLC (see section 2.3). 

2.2 Catalysts 

Pd EncatTM 30NP (0.4 mmol/g) catalyst was procured from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. 

2.2.1 Preparation of Pd/-Al 2O3.[12] In a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask, -aluminium oxide (9.5 g) was 

suspended in distilled water (125 mL) and a solution of PdCl2 (0.83 g) dissolved in 5% aq. HCl (25 mL) 

was added with magnetic stirring (500 rpm). The pH of the suspension was subsequently adjusted to pH 

10 over a period of ca. 50 min, by the addition of 10% aq. NaOH using a syringe pump (set at flow rate 

18 mL/h) connected to a pH controller.  Stirring was then continued for a further 1 h, before the slurry 

was filtered. The collected catalyst was washed twice with distilled water and dried in a vacuum 

desiccator at room temperature overnight („dried‟).  A portion of the catalyst was calcined in a furnace, 

raising the temperature from ambient to 500 ºC over 4 hours, and maintaining it for 500 ºC for a further 

two hours before cooling back to room temperature („calcined‟). ICP analysis revealed catalytic loading 

of 4.5 wt% Pd. The preparation was repeated, doubling the amount of the PdCl2 precursor, to furnish a 

sample with 8 wt% Pd. 

2.2.2 Packing of the catalyst cartridge (Figure 3). A clean tube was mounted vertically in a socket 

connected to a vacuum line. Cotton wool was introduced to create a small plug (ca. 17 mm, 30 mg) at 

the bottom of the tube, and a light vacuum was applied. Layers of quartz sand (50-70 mesh, 20 mm, ca. 

300 mg), -alumina (Alfa Aesar, 40-80 nm, 180 m2/g, 2 mm, ca. 8 mg), Pd/-Al 2O3 (particle size <80 

m) or Pd EncatTM 30NP (ca. 3.5 mm, 30 mg), -alumina (1.5 mm, ca. 6 mm) and quartz sand (39 mm, 

ca. 550 mg) were introduced successively, taking care to flatten each surface with a metal rod. The tube 

was sealed with another plug of cotton wool (ca. 17 mm, 30 mg). The cartridge was mounted in the 

reactor such that the direction of reactant flow is aligned in the direction in which vacuum was applied, 

so as to minimise loosening/movement of the layers. 
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Figure 3. Packing of the catalyst cartridge. 

2.3 Catalytic reactions 

Glassware were treated with aqua regia (HNO3:HCl, 1:3 v/v), rinsed thoroughly with water and dried in 

an oven prior to use. Unless otherwise stated, catalytic reactions were analysed by using an HP1050 

HPLC system fitted with a Gemini NX-C18 5m 110A column (Phenomenex, 250 x 4.6 mm), with UV 

detection at 220 nm. The column was eluted with a solution comprising 72.5% methanol and 27.5% 

phosphoric acid (0.85%) at 1 mL/min.  

2.3.1 Evaluation of catalyst leaching in aliquot: A 100 mL round bottomed flask was charged with 2-

bromoanisole 1 (607 mg, 0.406 mL, 3.2 mmol, 1 eq.), 4-fluorophenylboronic acid 2 (500 mg, 3.6 mmol, 

1.1 eq.), K3PO4 (690 mg, 3.2 mmol, 1 eq.) and 30 mg of 4.5% Pd/-Al 2O3 (dried) or Pd EncatTM 30NP 

(0.4 mmol/g). A mixture of ethanol–water (1:1 v/v, 65 mL) was then added and the reaction mixture was 

stirred at 75 ºC until completion (3 h, total conversion of the reactant to product was confirmed by 1H 

NMR spectroscopy). The reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature and then filtered through 

filter paper (VWR qualitative filter 413, pore size 5-13 µm). The filtrate was transferred to a clean 

round-bottom flask charged with further portions of 4-bromoacetophenone 4 (647 mg, 3.2 mmol, 1 eq.), 

4-fluorophenylboronic acid 2 (500 mg, 3.6 mmol, 1.1 eq.) and K3PO4 (690 mg, 3.2 mmol, 1 eq.). The 

mixture was stirred at 75 ºC. Product conversion was assessed after 2 h by TLC and 1H NMR 

(Supplementary Material). 

2.3.2 Evaluation of catalyst pre-treatment by ethanol: A 2-necked 100 mL round-bottom flask was 

purged with dry N2, and charged with a mixture of 4-bromoacetophenone 4 (647 mg, 3.2 mmol, 1 eq.), 

(4-fluorophenyl)boronic acid 2 (500 mg, 3.6 mmol, 1.1 eq.) and K3PO4 (690 mg, 3.2 mmol, 1 eq.) in 

ethanol–water (1:1 v/v, 50 mL). The solution was warmed up to 75 °C before the catalyst was added (30 

mg of 4.5% Pd/-Al 2O3 (dried) or Pd EncatTM 30NP). Product formation was determined by HPLC 
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analysis. In a separate experiment, the catalyst was subjected to heating in a mixture of aq. ethanol (1:1 

v/v, 20 mL) for 2 hours at 75 ºC. After cooling, the solvent was removed by syringe, before the addition 

of a pre-mixed solution of 4-bromoacetophenone 4 (647 mg, 3.2 mmol, 1 eq.), (4-fluorophenyl)boronic 

acid 2 (500 mg, 3.6 mmol, 1.1 eq.), K3PO4 (690 mg, 3.2 mmol, 1 eq.) in aq. ethanol (1:1 v/v, 50 mL). 

The solution was stirred at 75ºC and the product formation was determined by HPLC analysis. 

2.3.3 Single-pass experiments: A catalyst cartridge was prepared and mounted into the flow reactor.  A 

60-mL syringe was filled with 50% aqueous ethanol, loaded into the solvent syringe pump (#1) and 

connected to the apparatus.  The solvent delivery line was flushed through with solvent. 4-

Bromoacetophenone (647 mg, 3.25 mmol), 4-fluorobenzeneboronic acid (500 mg, 3.57 mmol) and 

potassium phosphate (690 mg, 3.25 mmol) were dissolved in 50% aqueous ethanol (65 mL).  The 

solution was drawn up into a 60-mL syringe which was mounted into the reagent syringe pump (#2), 

and the reagent delivery line was flushed through with the reagent solution.   

Both the solvent and solution delivery lines were attached to the reactor via the mixing junction for 

single pass-experiments. Pre-treatment of the catalyst with solvent: The reactor was initially flushed 

through with solvent (syringe pump #1) at a flow rate of 0.1 mL/min.  The flow rate was then reduced to 

0.05 mL/min, before the temperature was raised to 80 ºC. A solvent flow of 0.05 mL/min was 

maintained for 18 h.  At the end of this period, the solvent pump was turned off and the reagent pump 

turned on (time t=0) to deliver the reaction mixture to the catalyst cartridge at 0.1 mL/min. The eluent 

was collected using a fraction collector (Pharmacia LKB fraction collector).  

2.4 XAS studies 

QuEXAFS and scanning EXAFS experiments were performed at the BM23 beam line located at ESRF, 

Grenoble, France. The reactor system was mounted on a Huber motor to facilitate x-y-z motion and thus 

fast scanning of the catalyst packing during operation. Syringe pumps were replaced by Nexus 6000 and 

a EuroTherm94c was used as the PID controller, such that the temperature and flow rates can be 

controlled remotely via RS232 interfaces, to allow for changes of operating conditions during 

continuous observation.  

QuEXAFS measurements were made with A Si (111) fixed exit double crystal monochromator 

providing an X-ray beam spot size of ca. 0.2 mm vertical x 2 mm horizontal bidirectional QuEXAFS (as 

described in [13]) was collected over an energy range of 24 to 25.365 keV with each scan, taking 6 

seconds. Three ionisation chambers were used for to collect X-ray reference (I0), sample (It) and Pd foil 

simultaneously. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Design and construction of the fixed-bed plug flow reactor.  

A laboratory-scale fixed bed plug flow reactor was specifically constructed for time-resolved study of 

heterogeneous catalysis (Figure 2). Quartz and PFA cartridges were chosen for their good mechanical 

and thermal stability towards aqueous alcoholic solvents at the operating temperature (typically 75 °C), 

whilst also providing a transparent window for X-ray spectroscopic studies of second row transition 

metal catalysts (Y K-edge: 17038 eV).  

The reactor‟s heat and flow profiles were established to ensure reproducibility of results, so as to allow 

for consistency in subsequent kinetic analysis and modelling. Heating of the catalyst bed was achieved 

by cartridge heaters inserted within the aluminum block, regulated by a PID controller. Heating is very 

rapid; the eluent from the reactor reaches 75 ºC (stable temperature) in under 10 min at the catalyst 

cartridge exit. In order to determine the presence of any irregular heating patterns within the catalyst 

cartridge, a thermal camera was employed to monitor heating of the cartridge under flowing solvent 

(Figure 4 and supplementary video here). No thermal hotspots or gradients were detected within the 

catalyst cartridge during heating, confirming that even (isothermal) temperature distribution can be 

achieved.  

 

Figure 4. Heating profile of the catalyst cartridge established by thermal imaging. Temperature recorded 

of the eluent at the exit. 

In order for catalyst speciation to be observable, it is critical for the reactor to function effectively as a 

PFR, such that at any given cross-section, the palladium catalyst is exposed to the same amount of 

reactants, i.e. the reaction stream flows through the cartridge at the same velocity in parallel, so that the 
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fluid is perfectly mixed radially without axial back-mixing (low „dispersion‟). With this in mind, syringe 

pumps were used to deliver a continuous non-oscillating flow of solvent or reaction mixture to minimise 

flow fluctuations within the reactor system. Dispersion effects are further minimised by judicious 

elimination of fittings and changes in flow path diameter.  

The mixing characteristics of empty and packed catalyst cartridges were established by tracer 

experiments: a solution of 4-acetylphenol was delivered into the reactor at the same rate as single-pass 

experiments (0.1 mL/min), while the outlet stream was monitored as a function of time. As expected 

(Figure 5), the empty cartridge exhibits significant dispersion, which sharpens in the presence of a 

packed cartridge. Subsequently, a simple tanks-in-series model was developed in Berkley Madonna 

software (http://www.berkeleymadonna.com/), in order to fit the experimental data of the tracer 

experiments carried out with the empty and packed cartridges. The step response for the empty cartridge 

could be modelled with a tanks-in-series model involving 1.8 CSTRs (Figure 5A) whereas the packed 

cartridge resulted in a best fit using 6.7 CSTRs (Figure 5B). 

 

 

Figure 5. Tracer experiments: A = Empty cartridge; B = Packed cartridge. 

 

These data in turn result in variances of 0.55 and 0.15, respectively using the following, simple 

relationship:   

             (Eqn.1) 

where N is the number of CSTRs in series required to fit the response of the reactor system to a step 

change in tracer concentration. 
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The variance, in turn, can also be developed as a function of the Peclet number (Pe, understood here to 

be the axial Peclet number) (Eqn. 2), usually derived for a pulse response. Irrespective of the derivation, 

this equation for the variance can be solved for the axial reactor Pe number (2.13 and 12.2, respectively) 

and subsequently for the molecular dispersion number (De): 

             (Eqn.2) 

with 

       (Eqn.3) 

where 

u = 2.09·10
-6

 m s
-1

 

L = particle diameter dp (10
-4

 m) for packed bed and tube diameter dt (4·10
-3

 m) for empty tube 

A dispersion number of 3.93x10
-9

 m
2
 s

-1
 is thus calculated for the empty cartridge and 6.86·10

-12
 m

2
 s

-1
 

for the packed catalyst bed, respectively.  

Given the low De and Pe of >10, the (packed) catalyst cartridge may be treated effectively as a plug 

flow reactor (PFR) in subsequent modelling analysis.   

3.2 Choice of catalyst and leaching study.  

4.5% Pd/-Al 2O3 (dried) and Pd EncatTM 30NP were chosen for our preliminary study. The alumina-

supported catalyst is active for Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of aryl bromides and certain chlorides, and its 

activity has been attributed to leached palladium species.[12] In contrast, Pd EncatTM 30NP uses 

microencapsulation technology to incarcerate Pd-nanoparticles within a polyurea matrix. It was reported 

to catalyse cross-coupling between aryl bromides and arylboronic acids up to 4 times without any loss in 

catalyst activity, and Pd leaching was reported to be „extremely low‟ (0.2% after 4 cycles).[14] Even so, 

the involvement of soluble, catalytically active Pd species cannot be ruled out entirely,[15, 16] as it is 

known that Suzuki-Miyaura reactions can be catalysed by ppb-levels of Pd.[17] 

In this work, the catalyst activity and leaching profile of these catalysts were validated and compared by 

filtration test and reaction progress, using the cross-coupling between 2-bromoanisole (1) and 4-

fluorophenylboronic acid (2) initially as the model substrates, in an alcoholic solvent in the presence of 

K3PO4 (Figure 6). Using pristine catalysts, reactions were complete within 3 h at 75 °C. After cooling, 

the solution was filtered through standard laboratory filter paper (pore size 5-13 m) to furnish clear, 
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colourless solutions (Figure 6, inset). A second batch of reactants, containing a different aryl bromide 

(4-bromoanisole, 4), arylboronic acid 2 and base were added to the filtrate, and the mixture was 

reheated to 75 ºC. In both cases, the formation of biaryl product 5 was observed within 2 h; confirming 

that leaching of catalytically active species occurs in both cases. However, while the reaction conducted 

in the filtrate obtained from Pd/-Al 2O3 was complete, only 22% conversion to the product was 

observed in the supernatant solution obtained from Pd EncatTM 30NP, confirming that the metal catalyst 

is more effectively retained by encapsulation.  

 

Figure 6. Chemical scheme for the filtration test. Inset: filtrate of the first reaction mixture.  

The performance of the catalysts were also compared by reaction monitoring by HPLC, where it was 

found that the reaction catalysed by 4.5% Pd/-Al 2O3 (dried) was far more active, completed after 1 h, 

compare to 5 h required by the encapsulated catalyst (ﾖ and ズ, Figure 7). In accordance with previous 

reports,[12, 16] product formation followed a sigmoidal curve, indicative of the conversion of a 

precatalyst into an active catalyst at the beginning of the reaction. During this part of the study, it was 

found that pre-treatment of the catalysts with the reaction solvent (50% aq. ethanol) is detrimental to 

catalyst activity (◊ and , Figure 7). In the case of Pd EncatTM 30NP, a very low conversion was 

obtained (<15% after 6 h). 
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Figure 7. Catalytic activity of untreated (ﾖ = 4.5% Pd/-Al 2O3, ◊ = % Pd EncatTM 30NP) and pre-

treated (ズ = 4.5% Pd/-Al 2O3 (dried),  = Pd EncatTM 30NP) catalysts.  

3.3 Single-pass experiments.  

Time-resolved catalytic activity was delineated by single-pass experiments, performed using the PFR 

described in Section 3.1. In the experiment, a mixture of reactants (aryl bromide 4, aryl boronic acid 2 

and K3PO4 in 50% aq. ethanol) was passed through a pre-heated catalyst cartridge at 75 ºC. Aliquots of 

the eluent were collected at regulated intervals, which were analysed by HPLC to construct time-

resolved reaction profiles (Figure 8). The residence time () was kept deliberately short to afford low 

single-pass conversions (<10%), such that product inhibition may be eliminated.  

Initially, reactions were performed by passing reaction mixtures through a pristine catalyst bed of Pd 

EncatTM 30NP. The result proved to be irreproducible**  (Figure 8A, data series in crosses), although a 

general trend may be observed, whereby an initial rapid increase in product formation was followed by 

a decay in productivity over time, converging towards a steady-state single-pass conversion at ca. 2.5%. 

Pre-treating the catalyst with a solution of aq. ethanol, by maintaining a steady solvent flow at 75 °C for 

18 h, this inconsistency was removed; in this case, initial conversions were extremely low, but gradually 

increased over the timescale of the experiment with prolonged exposure to the reactants (Fig. 8A, ズ). In 

contrast, similar pre-treatment of 4.5% Pd/-Al 2O3 (dried) by hot ethanol resulted in a different 

                                                 
**

 The irreducibility may be due to the catalyst preparation process: Pd Encat
TM

 30NP catalyst is 

prepared by the reduction of the corresponding encapsulated palladium(II) acetate (Pd(II) Encat
TM

 30) 

with formic acid, so may contain varying amounts of Pd(II) salts 
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behaviour, whereby a very high conversion (nearly 8%) was observed initially, which decayed very 

rapidly towards a steady-state at ca. 1% (Fig. 8B, ).  

 

Figure 8. Single-pass conversions: A = Experiments performed with pristine (x) or pre-treated* (ズ) Pd 

Encat
TM

 30NP. B = experiments with pre-treated 4.5% Pd/-Al2O3 (dried) () and Pd Encat
TM

 30NP 

(ズ). *average of two experiments, error bars are shown for errors greater than 0.1% conversion.  

Comparing results in Figures 7 and 8, it is interesting to note that the „peak-and-decay‟ behaviour 

observed for the untreated Pd EncatTM 30NP (Figure 8A, crosses) and treated 4.5% Pd/-Al 2O3 (dried) 

(Figure 8B, ) catalysts occur within the induction periods of the reactions (Figure 7, ◊ and ズ, 

respectively), whereas no induction period, or any notable catalyst activity, can be observed in its 

absence, as is the case for treated Pd EncatTM 30NP (Figure 8A, ズ and Figure 7, ). Thus, the „peak-

and-decay‟ feature is closely associated with the formation of catalytically active species, which is most 

likely due to leaching of Pd. Most importantly, these experiments provided the first direct evidence that 

catalyst activation and deactivation are dynamic processes, and that the reaction solvent (ethanol) affects 

the surfaces of these catalysts in different ways. 

3.4 XAS studies.  

To demonstrate the utility of the flow reactor in investigating the structural changes of Pd occurring 

within the catalyst bed, single pass experiments were performed at an X-ray absorption beam line 

(BM23, ESRF, Grenoble), where the reactor was mounted on a Huber motor. Spectra were recorded at a 

fixed position using a small vertically-focused X-ray beam, followed by mapping along the catalyst bed 

using QuEXAFS, moving the Huber motor in the z-direction.  
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3.4.1 Catalyst mapping. The catalyst bed can be located and positioned by measuring the absorption of 

X-ray at the Pd K-edge as the reactor was raised/lowered by the Huber motor (Figure 9). As the edge 

step can be directly related to the concentration of Pd in the catalyst bed, this can be used to track the 

movement of Pd species in the cartridge, i.e. leaching behaviour. Thus, a freshly-packed cartridge 

containing 8% Pd/-Al 2O3 (calcined) catalyst bed of ca. 3.6 mm in length exhibited well-defined 

boundaries of absorption that remained unchanged under a flow of cold solvent (Figure 9, ﾖ). After 

treatment with hot ethanol for 2 h (Figure 9, x), catalyst leaching was visually detectable by the 

discolouration of the -Al 2O3 packing above the catalyst bed (Figure 9A), corroborated by slight erosion 

of the signal intensity within region B (the catalyst bed) and the detection of Pd content above it in 

region C. Therefore, catalyst leaching occurs in the absence of reactants. After treatment with the 

reaction mixture (Figure 9, ◊), a slight redistribution of the Pd was observed along the direction of flow, 

from the entrance where reactants first come into contact with the catalyst, towards the middle of the 

bed (region B), i.e. leaching can also occur during the reaction. Similar results were obtained with a 

4.5% Pd/-Al 2O3 (calcined) catalyst, demonstrating that the observed effect is not simply a function of 

metal loading. Redistribution was not observed with the Pd EncatTM 30NP catalyst over the equivalent 

timescale, which is not entirely unexpected, given that leaching from this catalyst is known to be 

low/slow.  
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Figure 9. Mapping of 8% Pd/Al2O3 (calcined) catalyst bed before and after exposure to ethanol and 

reaction mixture. A: Visual indication of leaching. B: Catalyst bed region (between motor positions 

22.1-18.5). C: -Alumina region (motor positions <18.5).  

 

3.4.2 Reduction of Pd by EtOH in situ. Changes in the oxidation state of Pd can be detected by distinct 

changes in the white line of the Pd K-edge XANES spectra.[18] Fixing the X-ray beam at the entrance 

of the catalyst bed (Huber motor position 21.7), XAS spectra of 8% Pd/-Al 2O3 (calcined) were 

recorded initially under a flow of cold aqueous ethanol, before a temperature ramp was applied via the 

PID controller (26 to 75 °C). Pd/-Al 2O3 is known to exist in a partially oxidised PdO form when stored 

in air,[19] which was confirmed by comparing the Pd K-edge XANES spectrum of the prepared catalyst 

with palladium oxide. This appeared to be relatively stable in aqueous ethanol at ambient temperature, 

as no changes in the XANES region were observed. As the temperature increased, the reduction to Pd(0) 

was clearly observable, by the evolution of new maxima at 24370 and 24390 keV (Figure 10A). The 

same phenomenon was also observed for Pd EncatTM 30NP, which also appears to exist in a partially 

oxidised form and was reduced by hot aq. ethanol (Figure 10B). 

 

 

Figure 10. Reduction of Pd by hot ethanol. A = 8% Pd/-Al 2O3 (calcined); B = Pd EncatTM 30NP.  

 

3.4.3 Speciation of Pd along the catalyst bed. Following each specific treatment with solvent or reaction 

mixture, the 8% Pd/-Al 2O3 (calcined) catalyst bed was mapped and longer scanning spectra recorded at 

specific points of interest within the bed. Remarkably, partitioning of Pd species was clearly observable 

along the catalyst bed after its exposure to hot ethanol (Figure 11A). Linear combination fitting of 
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reference spectra of a Pd foil and Pd oxide (Supplementary Material) shows the degree of reduction of 

the palladium at each point along the bed. Surprisingly, the entrance of the catalyst bed (position 21.7) 

where the solvent comes first into contact with the catalyst consisted mainly of Pd(II) (69% PdO : 31% 

Pd foil), while the exit of the catalyst bed (position 19.4) was dominated by Pd(0) species (73% Pd foil). 

XANES spectra were also recorded of the leached Pd species within the alumina bed (positions 18.5 and 

16.7), which was found to consist mainly of Pd(0) species (70% and 59% Pd foil respectively). 

Subsequent treatment of the catalyst bed with the reaction mixture for an equivalent time period (2 h at 

75 °C) affected only slight changes within the error of the analysis (Figure 11B). 

 

Figure 11. A = XANES spectra recorded at 4 positions in the catalyst bed (8% Pd/-Al 2O3 (calcined))  

after exposure to ethanol at 75 °C for 2 h; B = XANES spectra recorded at 3 positions in the catalyst bed 

after exposure to reaction mixture (75 °C, 2 h). Positions of the Huber motor are indicated in 

parenthesis; refer to Figure 9 for corresponding axial positions within the catalyst bed. 

The spatial resolution of the mapping experiments (see 3.4.1) is limited to 0.2 mm (the vertical size of 

the beam). Batch linear combination fitting of the mapping experiments showed increasing reduction 

though the first millimetre of the catalyst bed after which the ratio of Pd to PdO remained fairly constant 

(~70% Pd).  Analysis of a comparable catalyst with lower loading, 4.5% Pd/-Al 2O3 (calcined) showed 

a similar pattern with increasing reduction over the first 0.6 mm of the catalyst bed, levelling off to 

approximately 75% Pd. Given that the entrance of the catalyst bed is expected to experience the greatest 

exposure to the solvent, it is not unreasonable to expect this region of the catalyst bed to undergo the 

largest amount of reduction (i.e. contain more Pd(0) species) – but this did not appear to be the case. 

This implies that palladium is not reduced by ethanol per se (pathway A, Figure 12), but by a by-
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product of the reaction. An interesting possibility is the liberation of nascent H2 during the process 

(pathway b, Figure 12), acting as the true reductant for PdO species further downstream.[20]  

 

Figure 12. Two possible pathways for the reduction of palladium oxide by ethanol.  

4. Conclusions 

We have described the design, construction and characterisation of a plug flow reactor that is compatible 

with an X-ray absorption beam line, for time-resolved study of catalytic reactions. The reactor has been 

applied to monitor activation, deactivation and leaching behaviour of two catalysts (Pd/-Al 2O3 and Pd 

EncatTM 30NP) in the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reaction, revealing different reaction profiles. The 

reactor was subsequently deployed in an X-ray absorption beam line to examine structural changes of 

Pd, found to be strongly affected by the reaction solvent (ethanol) and the reaction mixture. 

Interestingly, catalyst speciation along the bed was observed by EXAFS mapping, which revealed a 

highly unusual aspect of the redox chemistry of palladium with ethanol. More detailed examination of 

the EXAFS data are in progress, to identify the precise nature of the reduced form(s) of Pd species 

obtained, and these results will be presented elsewhere. 
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